Introduction
order violation is decreased. This method does not require any control information at all, but reduces the concurrency of the system. The Immediate Dependency Relation protocol [14] is based on the idea of sending only the identifiers of immediate predecessors of a message. In this way, the average overhead is reduced in comparison to the vector clock protocol. However, in the worst case scenario, the overhead in the communication channels can be as high as the number of peers in the system (O(n), where n is the number of peers in the system). Regarding with the storage requirements, this protocol stores the vector clock and the message control information, thus the resulting storage overhead is twice the number of peers in the system.
Protocols designed for free scale networks
A free scale network consists of a set of peers and super peers (a super peer is a peer node that features higher processing power and manages wider communication bandwidth). The peers are divided into two groups, based on their connection types. In this case, some of the peers are only connected to a super peer, while some others are connected with other peers and super-peers [26] .
At the time when we surveyed the state of the art, no protocols were found specifically designed for this type of networks. Although, the protocols designed for plain networks can be adapted to be used in a free scale network architecture, however, these protocols do not use information about the network topology and treat peers in different groups in the same manner. Therefore, the overhead grows in the same proportion with the number of peers in the system.
Protocols designed for hierarchical networks
A hierarchical network is a network consisting of peers and super peers where there are only two kind of connections. A peer is only connected to a super peer while super peers communicate among them [26] . In this kind of network, the communication between different group members must be performed via the super peers. In this way, when a peer sends a message to another peer, that is located in a different group, the message transmission is done through three transactions. Firstly, the source peer sends the message to its local super peer. Then, the local super peer forwards the message to the corresponding super peer. Finally, the last super peer delivers the message to the respective receiver.
Hierarchical networks protocols based on global time references
Protocols in this category [13, 17, 18] use a combination of logical and physical clocks to ensure causal message order, similarly as some protocols designed for plain networks. The main characteristic of those protocols is that the group is divided into subgroups to reduce the storage and the computational overhead that each peer manages.
Hierarchical networks protocols based on logical references
In this category we describe the protocols that are designed for hierarchical peer-to-peer networks based on the "happened before" relation [24] , or mechanisms that do not involve a global time reference.
Reliable Multicast [6] and Distributed Floor Control protocols [7] use the synchronization mechanisms, provided by some coordinators, to ensure the causal ordering of events. In this case the protocols do not require any control information to be exchanged, nonetheless require some kind of infrastructure to support the communication between peers. These protocols are a special type of server-client protocol where the server ordering is issued to all clients or peers.
The Domain-Based Causal Ordering Group Communication protocol [11] and the Two-Layered protocol for a
Large-Scale Group of Processes [16] are based on the using of two vector clocks: one to record the causal dependencies within a subgroup and a second one for the causal dependencies of the entire group. In this manner, the size of the control information and the storage requirements are reduced, implying that concurrent messages in one group become causally ordered in another group. In both protocols, the sending of g integers in a subgroup is necessary where g is the number of peers in the corresponding subgroup and of an l integer in the global group where l is the number of groups.
An Optimal Causal Broadcast Protocol [8] exchanges only the identifier of a last received or sent message. The result of this decision is a constant overhead, but can produce cases when the messages are not correctly ordered.
In Dependency Sequences [15] message causal relations are represented as a sequence of message identifiers in the form of intervals. However, the proposed protocol does not contain any mechanisms to remove unnecessary dependencies. As a result of this fact, each new message has an overhead that is bigger than the previous message.
Therefore, the protocol overhead grows indefinitely.
In Hierarchical Clocks [15] two different clocks are used to represent causal message relationships. One clock is used to represent the message dependency on external events (events from other groups) and the second clock represents message dependency on local events (events from the same group). The problem with this protocol is that it does not contain mechanisms to reduce clock sizes, and thus the size of the control information will grow indefinitely. For this fact, similar than Dependency Sequences, Hierarchical Clocks requires additional mechanisms like checkpointing techniques to control the growth of the overhead. Also the Hierarchical Clocks approach requires an extensive calculations to be performed to determine the causal order of two events.
Preliminaries
This section describes the system model along with the concepts and definitions that are used in the presented work.
System model
A hierarchical peer-to-peer network consists of peers that are connected only to super peers and interconnected super peers. In this manner, in a hierarchical peer-to-peer network, two kind of groups can be distinguished [see Figure 1 ]: Peer in an internal group are also called internal peers. In the proposed protocol, some peers are allowed to belong to an external group and are called external peers.
In a hierarchical network peers can only belong to one group (internal or external). A super peer is a member that belongs to both groups at the same time. An internal group can have only one super peer while an external group consists of several super peers.
A super peer is a special node with higher computer processing power and wider bandwidth capacity compared to peers. In an internal group peers are considered to have lower processing power or bandwidths compared to external group peers. In an internal group peers generally can be represented by mobile devices such as: smart phones and tablets, connected via wireless cellular network to the Internet.
A super peer in an external group can be seen as a meta-process [15] representing all of the events of an internal group. On the other hand, the super peer can be seen as a meta-process representing all of the events in the external group for peers in the internal group. Under this concept, peers in the internal group do not require an extensive knowledge about peers in an external group and vice versa.
The communication channels are considered to be reliable with random but finite delays. Thus, every message will eventually arrive to its destination process. The channels are also considered to be non FIFO channels, implicating the messages can be reordered by the communication channel.
Background and Definitions
Causal ordering was developed to remove inconsistencies in message delivery, which is produced by an unpredictable delay in the communication channels. Causal order is based on the "happened before" relation defined by Lamport [24] . This relation is denoted by "→" as follows. send is the message sending event.
The Immediate Dependency Relation (IDR)
The IDR [14] is the propagation threshold of the control information, regarding the messages sent in the causal past which must be transmitted to ensure a causal delivery. IDR is denoted as "↓" and its formal definition is as follows. This relation is important since if the delivery of messages respects the order of their diffusion for all pairs of messages in IDR, then the delivery will respect the causal delivery for all messages.
Causal information that includes the messages immediately preceding a given message is sufficient to ensure a causal delivery of such message [14] .
Process and meta-process
Definition 3. A single process is defined to be a totally ordered set of events [24] .
In other words a process can be defined as a set of events and for each two events from this set it is possible to determine which of these events happened before.
Definition 4. A meta-process is defined to be a partially ordered set of events [15] . It can be used to represent a group of processes.
A meta-process allows for some events to be concurrent, thus condition 1 from Definition 1 cannot be applied to a meta-process. So if a and b are events in the same meta-process, and a comes before b, this does not mean that
4 Protocol composition
Data structure
In order to define data structures to ensure message causal ordering we need to define additional data types and structures that will be used throughout this work.
Bit vector
Bit vector is an array of variable size. Each element can take only two values: set (represented by 1) and cleared (represented by 0). Each bit vector can be extended with zeros to a required size and the trailing zeros can be
trimmed. An empty bit vector is denoted as Ø. 
Extended linear time
Extended Linear Time (LTx) is a data type that can contain only one of the following:
 An integer number.
 A bit vector.
Extended Linear Time cannot contain both an integer and a bit vector. Additionally, it is possible to determine at any given time whether a given linear time contains an integer or a bit vector.
If this data type contains an integer, it represents a process, and if it contains a bit vector, it represents a metaprocess.
Extended vector time
Extended Vector Time (VTx) is a vector of LTx. Each element does not depend on others. Thus, a vector can have one element that is an integer and another element that is a bit vector at the same.
Internal peer data structures
Each internal peer maintains the following data:
 idint -identifier of a peer in the internal group. This identifier must be unique in a group.
 SN(p) -an integer representing a sequence number of a message.
 RVint, RVext -bit vectors representing received messages.
 DVint, DVext -bit vectors representing message IDR.
External peer data structures
In an external group, each peer maintains the following variables:  CI -vector of pairs representing message control information. Each pair consists of a process identifier and
LTx. CI[x]
is a pair where the process identifier is x.
Super peer data structure
Super peer maintains the following variables: 
Internal group message structure
Messages in an internal group are denoted by mint and have the following structure:
 id -is the identifier of a sending process in the internal group.
 SN -an integer representing a message sequence number.
 Last -an integer identifier of a last message from this peer.
 DVint, DVext -a bit vector representing message dependency.
 Data -application data to be transmitted.
This message structure is used by both peers and super peers in an internal group [see Figure 2 ].
External group message structure
In an external group messages are denoted by mext and have the following structure:
 id -is the identifier of a sending process.
 CI -vector of pairs representing message control information. Each pair consists of a process identifier and
LTx.
 Data -the user data to be transmitted.
This message structure is used by both peers and super peers in an external group [see Figure 2 ]. On the other hand, an external peer runs an initialization process to set the fields of the data structure with the following values: An initialization process in a super peer sets the fields of the data structure with the following values: 
. Message sending by internal peer
Each time an internal peer receives a message from a super peer, it verifies the message delivery condition.
First, a FIFO condition is verified to check that a received message has not arrived before a previous message from the same sender. Then after such verification, the peer checks that it has received all of the messages that form the immediate dependency relation with the currently received message [see Listing 5] .
If the delivery condition is satisfied, the peer updates its data structures [Listing 6] and then delivers the message to the corresponding application. If the delivery condition is not satisfied, the message should be buffered. When a delivery condition is satisfied, the super peer forwards the message to other peers in an internal group.
[ Listing 8] . Otherwise, the message should be buffered.
After a message is delivered, the process should check its buffer. If a message in a buffer satisfies a delivery condition, it should be delivered using the same algorithm [Listing 8]. A message transformation will be discussed later in this section. If a delivery condition is satisfied in an external peer, it can deliver a message to an application. To do this a peer is required to update its data structures to ensure that following messages will be correctly ordered [Listing 11].
This update consists of two parts. First, it needs to update the clock so that messages that depend on this one can be delivered. The second part is to update control information so that a message sent from this peer will be correctly ordered by other peers. After a message is delivered to a peer or a super peer, a process should check its buffer. If a message in a buffer satisfies a delivery condition, it should be delivered using the same algorithm [Listing 11 for peer, Listing 12 for
super peer].
As bit vectors RV, DV and VTx grow in size during the execution of a protocol with each message, it is necessary to use mechanisms to reduce bit vector sizes. Communication channels are considered to be reliable; thus, every message sent by a super peer will be delivered to an internal group peer. This means that an RV and VTx will have bits for each message set. Since a super peer numbers messages with consecutive integers after some execution time, an RV and VTx will start with consecutive set bits. Considering that after a bit is set, it is not changed to a cleared state at any time. So it is required to store bits between the first cleared bit and the last set bit.
A vector DV is based on the immediate dependency relation. Each bit is set only once and then it is cleared when a message is sent or a dependent message is received. So it is only required to store bits between the first and the last set bits.
To be completely functional our protocol requires a mechanism to transform messages from an internal group to an external group and vice versa. This transformation is performed by a super peer because it participates in both groups at the same time.
A message that originated from an internal group generally carries dependencies on other messages from the internal group and dependencies on messages from an external group. The dependencies on messages from an internal group are represented in a form of bit vector but to be interpreted correctly in an external group they should be transformed into a vector of pairs (process identifier, message dependency). This transformation can be achieved by using the algorithm presented below [Listing 13]. A message received by a super peer that originated from an external group generally carries dependencies on other messages from an external group as well as dependencies on messages from an internal group. The dependencies on messages from an external group are represented in a form of pairs (process identifier, message dependency) but to be interpreted correctly in an internal group they should be transformed to a bit vector form Also a super peer can receive messages that contain dependencies on messages that are not yet received. To deal with this, super peer checks the message delivery condition as previously described to ensure that this message can be delivered to a super peer and only then transforms it to ensure that all of the message dependencies are resolved.
This does not affect the message order in any way. If a super peer does not receive message m, none of the peers in an internal group have received this message m. So a message m' that requires m to be delivered before cannot be delivered to any peer in an internal group.
Causal protocol description
To demonstrate how our proposed protocol detects causal order violations, we use a scenario [see Figure 3] composed of a network that consists of the following:
 Two internal groups containing of two peers each. P(i1)1 and P(i1)2 are the peers in the internal group 1 and P(i2)1 and P(i2)2 are the peers in the internal group 2.
 Two super peer with identifiers 1 and 2. Super peer 1 forms the internal group 1 and super peer 2 forms the internal group 2. 
This scenario contains 3 types of messages:
 Messages in an external group represented as a solid line.
 Messages in an internal group from peer to super peer represented by a solid line.
 Messages in an internal group from super peer to peers represented by a dotted line.
We mark with the X a message delivery that violates a causal order. 
Diffusion of m3 at

Reception of m3 at Sp1.
 When a super peer Sp1 receives m3 it checks its delivery condition. The FIFO delivery condition is satisfied [Listing 7, Line 1]: 2 = 1 + 1 and the message m3 can be delivered.
In the internal group all of the messages are sequentially numbered. As a message m cannot form an IDR with more than g internal messages (g is the number of processes in an internal group) its internal dependency vector cannot contain more than g-1 set bits. Also a message m cannot form an IDR with more than n-g external messages (n is the number of processes in the system) its external dependency vector cannot contain more than n-g-1 set bits.
But the set bits can be separated by cleared bits. Let m1 be the message with lowest sequence number to form an IDR with m. Then a bit vector can have no more bits than the number of message concurrent to m1 that exists in a system. As message delay is finite, then each process can generate a finite number of messages concurrent to m1.
Thus, a total number of messages concurrent to m1 is also finite and is proportional to a number of processes in a system producing an overhead of O(n) bits (O(g) for internal group + O(n-g) for external group).
In the external group, message dependencies are represented as a combination of dependencies on external messages and dependencies on internal messages. The number of elements that represent dependencies on external messages are limited by the number of processes in an external group (peers and super peers), thus limiting a number of pairs that represent message dependency to O(l) (l is the number of peers and super peers in the external group).
We notice that in our protocol, as for the minimal causal algorithm in [14] , the likelihood that the worst case will occur approaches zero as the number of participants in the group grows. This is because the likelihood that k concurrent messages occur decreases inversely proportional to the size of the communication group. This behaviour has been shown in [14] .
Simulations
To analyse our protocol we carried out different simulations. The scenario used in these simulations consists of four internal groups and one external group connected by four super peers. All of the peers in the system were distributed equally among these four internal groups. Within the simulation, each peer generates a message every 70 -90 milliseconds. The system was simulated with a different number of peers and with different delays in the communication channels. The simulations were performed with the OMNeT++ discrete event simulator [27] . All of the simulation scenarios are listed in Table 1 .
All the delays are normally distributed with the mean being the middle of the interval and the variance equal to one fourth of the interval (for example, message generation time is distributed like N(80, 5) milliseconds). If a random value is generated outside the interval, the value of the nearest interval end is taken instead. The message delay is applied individually at each channel (peer -super peer, super peer -super peer, super peer -peer).
Message channel delays
Number of peers 0 -50 milliseconds 10 -900 50 -250 milliseconds 10 -800 50 -550 milliseconds 10 -500 Table 1 . Number of peers and delays.
The simulation program uses the Immediate Dependency Protocol [14] to compare and validate the protocol presented in this paper. When a message can be delivered to an application, following our protocol, it is validated against an IDR to identify the causal order violations which our protocol failed to detect. In addition, the overheads for IDR and Dependency Sequences (DS) [15] were calculated to be compared with the overhead generated by our protocol.
The results of simulations are analysed in the following way. Two overheads are mainly analysed: the communication overhead (amount of control information required to be sent with a message) and storage overhead (amount of information required to be stored in each peer). As our protocol generates different overheads in internal and external groups, the maximum overhead in both groups is compared with the generated by IDR and DS protocols.
As Dependency Sequences [15] stores information only at super peers level, the storage overhead for this protocol is not analysed.
By considering channel delays from 0 to 50 milliseconds [see Figure 4 ], the simulation results show that the overhead of our protocol is lower than the overhead produced by the IDS and DS protocols. For 1000 peers, each internal peer requires to store on average 140 bytes of information, and the average communication overhead is around 120 bytes. IDR protocol requires to store on average 5850 bytes on each peer and to send 2250 bytes, while DS protocol sends on average 950 bytes in the external group.
For these delays the results show that the overhead of our protocol is 18.75 times lower than the overhead of the IDR and 7.9 times lower than the one of DS protocol, and require storing 41.75 times less information. In our work in order to reduce the size of the variable TT, in a super peer, we use the fact that a peer in the internal group can only receive a message that has been already received and delivered by the corresponding super peer. If m1 and m2 are messages that have an immediate dependency relationship m1↓m2, and all the peers in the internal group have received and delivered m2, then the information about m1 can be removed from a super peer.
This can be seen from two different aspects: message reception and message sending:
Message reception: a peer can deliver m2, such that m1↓m2, if and only if m1 has already delivered. If a peer received a message m3, such that m1↓m3, and m2 has already delivered (which implies delivery of m1), then it can deliver m3 without any delay. In this way the information about dependency on m1 does not affect the m3 delivery in any way.
Message sending: if a peer delivered message m2 then no message originated from this peer can carry any dependency on m1 and the information about m1 in super peer is no longer required.
Therefore, if all peers have delivered m2, such that m1↓m2, then the delivery of messages depending on m1 will not be affected in the internal group in any way, and a super peer will not receive any message depending on m1 from the internal group. Therefore, the information about m1 can be deleted from variable TT in a super peer. 
Storage overhead
Proposed protocol IDR Moreover, with channel delays from 50 to 550 milliseconds [see Figure 6 ] and for 500 peers, each internal peer requires storing on average 650 bytes of information and the average overhead is around 560 bytes. The IDR protocol requires to store on average 3100 bytes on each peer and to send 1600 bytes while DS requires to send around 2900 bytes of overhead.
These results shows that the overhead of the proposed protocol is 2.9 times lower than the overhead of the IDR, 5.2 times lower than one of the DS, and require storing 4.7 times less information.
As our protocol adds an extra delay for the messages that arrive out of order, during each simulation, the delivery time (from sending until delivery) and the induced delay (the time message spend in the buffer) are calculated. In all simulations, the delivery delay (including the time that message spend in buffers) does not exceed the maximum delay that can be produced by the communication channels [see Figure 7 ]. This fact show that the presented protocol does not introduce any excessive delays for message delivery. We can note that the maximum delay induced by the protocol (the time message spend in the buffer) is lower than the average delivery delay. When the number of peers is low (fewer messages in the system), the probability of the maximum delay during message transmission is also low, producing different results for maximum delivery and induced delays. However, when the number of peers grows (more messages in the system), the probability of the maximum delay during transmission grows producing the similar results (as at least one message have the maximum transmission delay).
6 Conclusions and future work On the other hand, the presented protocol satisfies the hierarchical peer-to-peer overlay network requirements by demanding a low computational effort at the peers' side. This last is achieved performing only binary operations and simple sums. Moreover, low memory buffer is used since only a structure of bits is stored. The simulations show that our protocol produces less communication overhead than IDR and DS protocols, and also requires less storage overhead in peers. Therefore, the low overhead allows a system to include devices with limited computational capacities.
Future work
On the other hand, we note that further work is needed in order to consider different network conditions, such as loss of messages. In our protocol the IDR identifies the necessary and sufficient control information to be piggybacked on each message, to ensure the causal order in a reliable network. To support the loss of messages, some Forward Error Correction methods [28] can be applied, such as the redundancy on the transmitted control information. The purpose of adding redundancy is to increase the probability that causal order delivery will be obtained, even in the presence of lost messages and significant network delays.
